May 18–20, 2020 // long beach, ca

<Supervisor’s
< Supervisor'sName>,
name here >
I am seeking approval to attend Space Tech Expo USA 2020 – America’s Meeting Place for Space
Technology – in Long Beach, California, May 18-20. This annual exhibition and conference is the
leading showcase of space-related technologies and innovations from systems and sub-systems,
components, testing and manufacturing technologies for civil, military and commercial space
applications.
For the first time this year, the conference, which will comprise of more than 65 presenters,
including speakers from Virgin Orbit, Slingshot Aerospace and Northrop Grumman, will be free to
attend. This is an incredible learning opportunity, as I will have access to a number of key topics
concerning the latest technological developments and the future of space technology.
There are an expected 3500 visitors attending Space Tech Expo from all over the world,
engineering-level, technical leaders, suppliers and buyers. I believe this is an ideal networking
opportunity for us that can provide new perspectives, first-hand insights and worthwhile
connections.
The exhibition will focus on four main areas – Space Systems, Testing, Components, parts and
assemblies, and Industry 4.0 Technologies – with more than 300 exhibitors including NASA JPL,
Element Materials Technology, Bosch, Missile Defense Agency, Crane Aerospace & Electronics,
NovaWurks. Included in the free ticket are also live product demonstrations and planned
networking events.
Space Tech Expo appears incredibly promising for aiding to keep up with the latest innovations that
will ensure that we continue to stay up-to-date with sector technologies and direction. The set-up
of the two-day, two-track conference allows for tailoring my schedule to guarantee that I attend all
sessions with information and knowledge specific to our organization.
I encourage you to check out the Space Tech Expo USA Agenda. Please do let me know if you have
any questions and thank you so much in advance for your endorsement of my professional growth.
Find below a cost estimate for my attendance to Space Tech Expo:
Travel/Airfare: $ < Click to edit >
Accommodation: $ < Click to edit >
Sustenance: $ < Click to edit >
Exhibition Registration: FREE
Conference Pass: FREE
Total: $ < Click to edit >
Faithfully yours,
<Your
< YourName>
name here >

WWW.SPACETECHEXPO.COM

